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A comment on the principle of free spe.:ch

Having joined the University very recently, I was not

present during the incident 01'the 7th May or the disturbances

which followed, and am not going tocom:t1ent OD specific events;

these remark.s are prompted by the statement of principle issued

by the Committee.

The general tenor of the statement I think is sound,

but some specific expressions are open to question. 'rhe i"ollowing

comments are irttended as cla.rificatiun rather than dissent.

Clause (a) says that anyone has the right to communicate

his views and knowledge. Now it takes two to communicate: one to

speak and one to listen (or the equivalent in some other medium).

J\principle of free speech must be a compromise between the

rights of the spe".ker: the listener: and. any third parly concerned.

We must consider all three, if only from enli~htened selt-interest:

for each of us, at some time or another, assumes each of these roles.

Clause la) taken literally is not very meaningful, bea.use

it refers to a speaker in isolationf[~om his audienc~. In my view

the right"ot' the active party to communication is associated with

the right of some actual or potential audience to receive his

view. and knowledge. I would accept a broad statement of the

right of two ,parties to co~nunicate with each other. Anyon~

who frustrates such communication denies the right of both parties.

The main problem, if ODe adopts this viewpoint, is the definition

of the right of a potential audience (e.g. someone who may read

later something which is written now: or who may stop to listed to

a speaker lna public place} This need not confuse the application
of the principle to an organised meeting, which will normally have

a manif.est audience of whom at least some members are willing t'o

hear a nominated speaker.
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Clause (b) implicitly accepts the viewpoint set out here,

and defines the joint right of speaker and audience to freedom

from intervention by third parties.

Clause (c) attempts to define the rights of third parties,

again in isolation. I think we may clarify the difficult concept
. ,

of '~ora1 justificatibn' if again we consider the rights of the

audience. If the audience is receiving a partisan view of a

controversial subject, then it has the right to be aware that

another view is possible. It seems to ,me that this is basic, and

that .the limited and condition al rights of an in~ervening party

derive from it. Thus an intervention in breach of discipline is

lessened in 'culpability if it performs a service to the audience.

Possibly it is also lessened if the intervener held a serious and

reasonable intention to perform such a service. ( Intention is

in principle beyond the bounds of objective knowledge, but a

reasonable presumption is usually attainable.)

};'inally I would draw attention to an important po-int

which occurs, almost as a n in clause (b). There are, as

'l'his, to me,

aside,

stated, conventions for meetings of different ki'l1ds.

conveys two implications. F'irstly, in a liberal society meetings

of different kinds should actually take place. 1'here are distinct

roles for \say) scientific lectures and political debates, and on

some topics each is essemtial. But they must take place within

an orderly framework, arbitrary and conventional though this may
I

be: or feee speech is meaningless.

if'everyone is shouting at once.

~o-one succeeds in communicatin~
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